K9 Nose Work
Classes, Private Training, & Workshops!

“Summer 2014 Classes Starting!”

#1: Wonderful for fearful/environmentally challenged dogs! Watch their confidence grow in leaps and bounds as the weeks fly by! Is quite amazing!

#2: Great for reactive dogs, that have no other safe activities to be able to do, out with their handlers!

#3: Makes for mentally tired/happy dogs and happy handlers!

#4: Do you have an older Senior Dog left out of other activities to advancing age? Check out K9 Nose Work, even senior dogs love it! Puppies and dogs of any size can do it (from mini breeds to giant breeds).

#5: What about those incredibly hyper puppies, adolescents, and adult dogs at home that are driving you nuts?!?!? Perfect, as gives them a natural mental outlet for all that craziness!

#6: Learn how to have a partnership with your dog and how to truly trust your dog! Helps with focus in other life areas (like Obedience, Rally, and Agility to name a few). Fantastic quality bonding fun time!

#7: Obedience Free so any dog may do, no matter how little or much training. Equal footing….the sport is all about their nose, tapping into natural hunting ability, and learning how to follow odor to it’s source, then communicate to their a handler it’s location. We take the time to create a solid foundation, not rush training.

#8: We the humans learn to become students of Odor and of our dogs, it is a pretty cool and exciting experience!

#9: Nose Work is ALL about the dogs always having fun and a safe experience. Fun, fun, and more fun!

#10: For those competitive folks — K9 Nose Work offers Trialing opportunities!

—— It is a truly exciting and fun sport! ——

Class Fees: $185.00 for 6 Weeks / 1.5 Hour Each — Please call / e-mail for our upcoming 2014 Class Start Dates.
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